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PE 363/363L Skills Concepts lecture and lab 
PE 354 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries 

PE 263 Physical Education Outdoors 
PE 121: Intermediate Swimming 

PE 100's activity courses 
 
 
Concepts addressed: 
Games: game forms, including invasion games; cooperative and competitive games; analysis of 
skills, rules, and strategies of particular games; and individual/dual/team sports: analysis of 
skills, injury prevention and safety, rules and strategies, facilities and equipment, lifetime 
activities and recreational pursuits, adventure and outdoor pursuits, and the martial arts. The 
emphasis is predominantly on basketball, soccer, softball, swimming, tennis, track and field, and 
volleyball. Questions may also be based on other sports or activities commonly used in physical 
education settings. 
 
 
Resources: these are general with activity ideas, for very specific rules, please refer to the most 
recent sport rulebook.  
 
Mood, Musker, & Rink. (1999). Sports and recreational activities. (1ih ed.). WCB McGraw Hill: 
Dubuque  
 
Schmottlach & McManama. (2001) Physical education activity handbook. (10th ed.). Benjamin 
Cummings:  
Boston.  
 
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (2002). Title IX Toolbox Vol 1 & 2" 
National Association for Sport and Physical Education: Reston, VA.  
 
Holt-Hale, S. (1999), Assessing and improving fitness in elementary physical education. 
NASPE: Reston Holt-Hale,  
 
S. (1999), Assessing motor skills in elementary physical education. NASPE: Reston  
 
Lund, J. (2000), Creating rubrics for physical education. NASPE: Reston  
 
Lambert, L (1999), Standards-based assessment of student learning: A comprehensive approach. 
NASPE: Reston  
 
Site for other resources: http://www.pepraxis.com/infocenter/resources.htm  
 
 
Differentiate b/w play, game and sport: consider (but not all inclusive)  

Rules - are there any? Clarity, adaptability, formality  

http://www.pepraxis.com/infocenter/resources.htm
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Make-up of group(s) - changeable for fairness or picked for domination, motivation for 
play  

Outcomes - does someone/group "win" and if so what are the stakes  
Input - formality of practice or on-the-spot creativity  
Philosophy - cooperative or competitive or infusion of these? For what purpose  

 
Error detection and or correction  

Determine critical skills and critical elements of skills dependent upon development 
level(s) of participants  

Create or adapt previously valid/reliable instrument for rubric  
Feedback: performance and motivational  
Area of play: indoors/outdoors and adaptations for sport to either, check for safety of equipment 
and area  
Breaking down the game into skill learning activity: pedagogical aspects  


